Szegő's First Limit Theorem provides the limiting statistical distribution (LSD) of the eigenvalues of large Toeplitz matrices. Szegő's Second (or Strong) Limit Theorem for Toeplitz matrices gives a second order correction to the First Limit Theorem, and allows one to calculate asymptotics for the determinants of large Toeplitz matrices. In this paper we survey results extending the first and strong limit theorems to Kac-Murdock-Szegő (KMS) matrices. These are matrices whose entries along the diagonals are not necessarily constants, but modeled by functions. We clarify and extend some existing results, and explain some apparently contradictory results in the literature.
Introduction

The problem and its history
For any function a of two variables with Fourier series apx, tq "
Kac, Murdock and Szegő [22, 20] introduced in 1953 what they called generalized Toeplitz matrices as the matrices of the form
We will call matrices of this form Kac-Murdock-Szegő (KMS) matrices, although this is not the generally accepted term, as we will explain below. Such matrices have sometimes been called generalized Toeplitz, Toeplitzlike, twisted Toeplitz, variable coefficient Toeplitz matrices, and probably some other terms which we have yet to run across. In addition, Tilli [42] , motivated by applications to differential equations, introduced what he called locally Toeplitz matrices, which are closely related to a special class of KMS matrices (see more below). As the above mentioned terms are somewhat ambiguous, we prefer the term KMS. Note that when apx, tq " aptq is independent of x, T n paq is Toeplitz. Toeplitz matrices can be characterized by the condition that the differences between elements on the kth diagonal are zero:
T n paq j`1,j`k`1´Tn paq j,j`k " 0 for all j, k where the terms are defined. KMS matrices have the property that the differences between elements on the kth diagonal approach zero as n Ñ 8:
T n paq j`1,j`k`1´Tn paq j,j`k "â kˆ2 j`k 2n`2`1 n`1˙´â kˆ2 j`k 2n`2" op1q as long as theâ k are continuous. KMS matrices are thus natural generalizations of Toeplitz matrices, and they are 'locally Toeplitz' in this sense. As long as the functionsâ k are continuous, or even Riemann integrable, locally they are not too far from being Toeplitz. For this reason, much of the machinery used in the study of Toeplitz matrices can be applied to KMS matrices, as long as one is careful to keep track of the error terms. Remark 1.1. The definition (1.2) has the advantage that T n paq will be Hermitian exactly when apx, tq is real valued. However, in many applications, the indexing is not always so neat. The indexing in (1.2) of pi`jq{p2n`2q along the pj´iqth diagonal is not necessary for the First Theorem (1.4) on eigenvalue distributions to hold. Sampling the functionsâ k along the diagonals at any partition whose mesh size approaches zero will lead to the same limiting statistical distribution (LSD) of the eigenvalues (see §2.2). Indeed, Kac, Murdock and Szegő also considered matrices of the form These matrices, as the one in (1.2), will also be Hermitian if and only if the symbol a is real-valued. And, they have the same LSD as those defined by (1.2) . However, while the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution is independent of how the indexing is done, the asymptotics of the determinants of T n paq are extremely sensitive to the way in which the indexing is done (see § §3. 4 and Remark 3.8).
The main result of the original paper of Kac, Murdock and Szegő is concerned with proving a generalized First Szegő's Limit Theorem for matrices of the type (1.2) . In that paper they also included a chapter on extreme eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices of the form " ρ |j´i| ı n i,j"0 , where 0 ă ρ ă 1. It is this kind of Toeplitz matrix that has often been referred to as a KMS matrix in the literature. In particular, in a series of papers, Trench [46] generalized this notion to a broader class of Toeplitz matrices and obtained asymptotic results for the spectra in some cases where the First Szegő's Limit Theorem does not apply. However, it is, in our opinion, a misnomer to refer to these as KMS matrices, when they are, after all, Toeplitz matrices.
KMS and related matrices have received a lot of attention lately with applications to such various fields as statistical mechanics [24, 15] , differential equations [5, 42, 43, 36, 28, 41, 17] , quantum integrable systems [1, 10, 8] and the Heisenberg group [13, 14] , among others. There has been a renewed interest in matrices of this type which followed a renewed interest in Toeplitz forms and their connections to orthogonal polynomials. The history of citations of [22] illustrates the general trend. MathSciNet currently lists 77 citations for [22] . Seven of these were from papers published from 1958 to 1965. There were no citations between the years 1965 and 1999. After these 34 years of dormancy, from 1999 on there have been 70 citations. Curiously, only a few of those papers citing [22] dealt with matrices of the form (1.2). Google Scholar, which keeps a more comprehensive collection of citations including from math and non-math journals, lists 209 citations for [22] . Google Scholar shows more citations in the years 1965 to 1999, but the same general trend of relatively few citations until near the end of the 20th century, followed by renewed interest at the turn of the century. Figure 1 shows the number of citations per year from each source.
In the early 1960's, Mejlbo and Schmidt [29, 30] proved a Strong Szegő's Theorem for KMS matrices, which we discuss at length below and in §3. After the mid-1960's, interest in such matrices waned. One notable exception is the paper of Trotter [47] , who in 1984 generalized the results of Kac, Murdock and Szegő to symbols in which the functionsâ k are only Riemann integrable. Interest in spectral asymptotics of KMS matrices and their like renewed toward the end of the 20th century. In 1998, Shao [38] generalized the First Limit Theorem to symbols of bounded variation. That same year, Deift and McLaughlin [15] considered sequences of Jacobi matrices with variable coefficients in the context of the Toda lattice. Also in 1998, Tilli [42] introduced locally Toeplitz matrices. Tilli originally considered matrices that arise in the discretization of certain differential equations, which are, modulo finite rank perturbations, asymptotic to KMS matrices with symbols apx, tq " f pxqgptq. He derived a First Szegő's Theorem for such matrices, in effect rederiving the result of Kac, Murdock and Szegő for a special case. This notion of locally Toeplitz has been generalized by several authors and applied quite fruitfully to the study of differential equations, notably by Serra-Capizzano. (See [35, 37] , and [19] for a review of recent work on locally Toeplitz matrices and applications to differential equations.)
In 1999, Kuijlaars and Van Assche [26] published a paper on the asymptotic density of zeros of orthogonal polynomials with continuously varying coefficients. Such zeros are eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal KMS matrices whose diagonal entries are modeled by continuous functions. This has become a highly cited and influential paper. This was followed by a paper by Kuijlaars and Serra Capizzano [25] that extended the result to diagonals modeled by Riemann integrable functions. Kuijlaars et.al. obtained a formula for the asymptotic density of eigenvalues, whereas Kac, Murdock and Szegő calculated the LSD via an integral (eqn 1.4 below). However, both results give essentially the same information, and it is a trivial exercise to extract the density from the LSD in the Jacobi case. The proof of Kuijlaars and Van Assche used powerful tools from potential theory, and were completely different from the moments method employed by Kac, Murdock and Szegő. Still, their results were essentially a special case of results obtained nearly 50 years earlier using more elementary tools.
It is apparent that the results of Kac, Murdock and Szegő were not well known in the mathematical community. This includes, until quite recently, the authors of the present paper, who undertook to write this article partly in order to rectify this situation. Indeed, the first author would have benefitted greatly from the knowledge of [22] when writing the articles [1, 2, 9] on generalizations of tridiagonal KMS matrices. The main purpose of the present paper is to collect and clarify results on the statistical distribution of eigenvalues of KMS matrices as n Ñ 8 (the limiting statistical distribution, or LSD). We will be able to extend some of the known results. We will also explain some of the results in the literature that appear to be contradictory. The paper is mostly self-contained. For completeness, we will include most of the proofs. We have endeavored to present the proofs that are the clearest and most powerful.
The First and Second Szegő's Limit Theorems
Suppose the symbol a in (1.1) is real-valued, so that T n paq is Hermitian. Suppose, further, that the functionsâ k are continuous on r0, 1s and satisfy the decay condition~a~: "
By Gershgorin's disks Theorem, the spectrum of T n paq lies inside the closed interval r´~a~,~a~s. Under these condition, Kac, Murdock and Szegő [22] proved the following First Limit Theorem for KMS matrices in 1953:
TrrϕpT n paqqs " n`1 2π
for any continuous function ϕ on r´~a~,~a~s. When the symbol a is independent of x, i.e. apx, tq " aptq, the result in (1.4) reduces to the First Szegő's Limit Theorem for Toeplitz matrices. The formula (1.4) can be written in the equivalent form
where λ j pT n paqq pj " 1, . . . , n`1q are the eigenvalues of T n paq. The result (1.4) thus gives us the LSD of the eigenvalues of T n paq. It says, roughly, that as n Ñ 8, the eigenvalues of T n paq distribute like the values of apx, tq sampled at regularly spaced points in the rectangle 0 ď t ď 2π, 0 ď x ď 1. Alternatively, (1.4) is equivalent to the following. Let α ă β and let N pn; α, βq be the number of eigenvalues λ of T n paq satisfying α ď λ ď β. Then lim nÑ8 N pn; α, βq n`1 " σ 2π where σ is the area of the sub-domain in the rectangle 0 ď t ď 2π, 0 ď x ď 1 such that α ď apx, tq ď β.
If one makes the additional assumptions apx, tq ą 0 and log apx, tq P L 1 pr0, 1sˆr0, 2πsq, then (1.4) for ϕpxq " log x reads as log det T n paq " n`1 2π
When apx, tq is independent of x, the Szegő's Second-or Strong-Limit Theorem gives the more precise statement [20, 6] :
log detpT n paqq " n`1 2π
where Epaq is the constant
denotes the kth Fourier coefficient of log a. The Strong Szegő's Theorem (1.5) is more often expressed in the form
where
is the geometric mean of a.
In the early 60's, Mejlbo and Schmidt [29, 30] gave the following extension of Szegő's Strong Theorem to KMS matrices. Suppose a is a complexvalued symbol such thatâ k P C 2 pr0, 1sq and satisfy the conditions where Gpaq, epa; xq and Epa; xq are now given by Epa; xq "
Of course, when a does not depend on x, Epa; xq " Epaq, and Mejlbo and Schmidt's result coincides with the Szegő Strong Theorem. Quite remarkably, the error term obtained by Mejlbo and Schmidt in (1.7) depends only on the values of the symbol a at the endpoints x " 0 and x " 1.
Content of the present paper
In the next two sections, we prove a First Limit Theorem and a Strong Limit Theorem for KMS matrices under some minor improvements of the results mentioned above. For the sake of consistency and simplicity, both proofs use the moments method rather than the probabilistic method of Trotter [47] in the First Limit Theorem or the operator method of Ehrhardt and Shao [18] for the Strong Theorem. §2 deals with the First Limit Theorem. In addition to proving this result for KMS matrices, we include a section on the asymptotic distribution of singular values. When the matrices T n paq are normal, we obtain the LSD of the eigenvalues. When T n paq is not normal, we cannot obtain the LSD. However, we can say that most of the eigenvalues will accumulate in the extended range of the symbol a. This is the content of §2.6. §3 deals with the Strong Limit Theorem. We prove this theorem along the same lines as Mejlbo and Schmidt. We then explain the results of Ehrhardt and Shao, who proved a similar theorem, but obtained a different formula from that of Mejlbo and Schmidt. We explain where the difference arises, and why their methods cannot be applied to KMS matrices. The last subsections of §3 deal with the discrete Schrödinger operator, i.e the special KMS matrix "discrete Laplacian`diagonal" of the forḿ rδ j,j`1`δj`1,j s`diag pf p1{nq, f p2{nq, . . . , f pn{nqq
We report here on recent results for the asymptotics of determinants of such matrices. These results are extensions of a beautiful result of Kac from 1969 [23] . One such extension is that if one shifts the indexing, one can adjust the limit of the determinant without changing the LSD of the eigenvalues. Another extension deals with asymptotics when f has jump discontinuities. In that case, the determinant approaches a value (modulo op1q terms) that depends on n in a peculiar way. These results demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the determinant to small changes, and why the limit of detpT n paqq{Gpaq n`1 cannot exist when the symbol has discontinuities.
We conclude with some open problems and conjectures.
First Limit Theorems
We present several First Limit Theorems for sequences of normal and nonnormal KMS matrices. Our presentation follows the original approach of Kac, Murdock and Szegő for some obvious reasons. First, their argument is in our opinion the most elegant and simplest one. Second, it allows straightforward generalizations to sequences of matrices with alternative indexing (see §2.2) and to sequences of block matrices (see §2.3). Their arguments can also be easily modified to obtain the LSD of the singular values (see §2.5). We end in §2.6 with a clustering property for the spectrum of T n paq.
Normal matrices
Let apx, tq be a complex-valued function on r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs and let a t , a x be the functions defined by a t pxq " apx, tq " a x ptq. Throughout §2.1- §2.6, we assume a t is Riemann integrable on r0, 1s and a x P L 8 pr0, 2πsq. As a consequence of Gershgorin's disks Theorem and condition (1.3), the spectrum of every T n paq lies inside the disk D a " tz P C : |z| ď~a~u. Our first result is concerned with the LSD of sequences of normal KMS matrices. This was first obtained by Trotter [47] using some non-trivial probability argument. We give here a more elementary proof based on Kac-Murdock-Szegő approach. Theorem 2.1. Let tT n paqu be a sequence of normal KMS matrices with symbol a as in (1.1) and for which (1.3) holds. Then,
TrrϕpT n paqqs n`1 " 1 2π
for any ϕ P CpD a q.
Proof. The normality of T n paq ensures that
By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, the polynomials in z andz are dense in the space of continuous functions on D a . Consequently, it suffices to prove the result when ϕpzq " z pzq with p, q P N. For simplicity, we write a ij for the entries of T n paq, and T n for T n paq. We have
Let h " ph 1 , ..., h p q and k " pk 1 , ..., kbe the multi-indices defined by
Adding the above relations, we see that h and k must satisfy the condition |h| " |k|. Hence, we can rewrite (2.2) as TrrT r n T˚s n s "
The prime on the middle sum of (2.3) is used to indicate that only multiindices satisfying´2i ď ν j ď n´2i must enter into the summation.
Let ε ą 0. By condition (1.3), there exists r 0 large enough so that
Pick r ą r 0 and let M ph, kq " maxt|h l |, |k m |u. It follows that 4) i.e. the above sum is opnq. Hence, it suffices to consider in (2.3) multiindices h and k for which |h| " |k| and M ph, kq ď r. For such multi-indices, we have
We now use the fact that the functionsâ k are Riemann integrable on r0, 1s and |ν j | " Op1q, so we can shift -up to an error of opnq -each of the expressions inside the functionsâ k to obtain TrrT p n T˚q n s "
where a r is the trigonometric polynomial given by
By condition (1.3), a r converges uniformly to a on r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs as r Ñ 8. Therefore, we conclude TrrT p n T˚q n s "
n`1 2π
Obviously, the above argument breaks down when T n paq is not normal, and hence we are unable to compute the LSD of arbitrary sequences of KMS matrices. However, we can easily prove the following weaker result. Theorem 2.2. Let tT n paqu be a sequence of KMS matrices that satisfies condition (1.3). Then, we have
for any analytic function ϕ on the closed disk D a .
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 with q " 0, we deduce that TrrT p n paqs "
for every p P N. Note that the normality is not needed in this case. The conclusion then follows from Mergelyan's Theorem that asserts that polynomials are dense in the space of analytic functions on D a .
Alternative indexing
We start with a result that should be fairly obvious from the proof of Theorem 2.1. There we used the indexing by pi`jq{p2n`2q along the pj´iqth diagonal to form a Riemann sum. But, any partition whose mesh size approaches zero will accomplish the same, so the strict indexing in the definition (1.2) is not necessary for Theorem 2.1 to hold. Indeed, any partition will do. The partition points can also be shifted by finite amounts.
The following theorems, whose proofs are omitted, should thus be intuitive. We refer the reader to [7, Cf. Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7] for detailed proofs of some of the results.
Definition 2.3. Let tP n u be a sequence of partitions of r0, 1s such that
and whose meshes satisfy }P n } " op1q as n Ñ 8. To every P n , we associate p2n`1q-tagged partitions tP n;k u with
We defined generalized KMS matrices as the matrices
For instance, it is not hard to see that KMS matrices and their variant (see Remark 1.1) can all be expressed in that form.
The next results are straightforward extensions of Theorem 2.1 to sequences of generalized normal KMS matrices. They also extend previous results of Kuiljaars, Van Assche and Serra Capizzano [26, 25] for tridiagonal matrices.
Theorem 2.4. Let tT n paqu be a sequence of generalized normal KMS matrices. Then, for any ϕ P CpD a q, we have
Tr rϕpT n paqqs n`1 " 1 2π
In the non-normal case, ϕ must be chosen to be analytic in D a .
It is possible to give a slightly more general result for small perturbations of T n paq. Indeed, let tA n u and tB n u be two sequences of normal matrices whose entries satisfy the estimate
The Wielandt-Hoffman inequality [4] then implies
In addition, if we assume that tA n u and tB n u satisfy a decay condition as (1.3), then tA n u and tB n u have the same LSD.
Theorem 2.5. Let tA n u with A n " " a pnq ij ı n i,j"0 be a sequence of normal matrices that satisfies the decay condition
Suppose there exists a sequence tT n paqu of generalized normal KMS matrices for which (1.3) holds anďˇˇa pnq ij´â j´i´ξ pnq i^j;j´i¯ˇ" o´n´1 {2¯.
If M " maxtα,~a~u, then we have
Tr rϕpA n qs n`1 " 1 2π
for every ϕ P CpD a q.
Block matrices
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 -and their extensions given abovemake no use of the product commutativity of the entries of T n paq. This naturally suggests to extend our class of symbols to matrix-valued ones. That is, apx, tq is now a matrix Apx, tq of some fixed order k. In this context, T n pAq is then a block matrix of order kpn`1q whose entries A pq are given by the kˆk matrices
Obviously, one can also define generalized block KMS matrices by allowing the entries to be evaluated on some tagged partitions of r0, 1s. Note that our definition includes as special cases the class of locally Toeplitz matrices [42] and their generalizations [35] . As before, we assume A t is Riemann integrable on r0, 1s and A x P L 8 pr0, 2πsq for any given x and t. In the block case, this is equivalent to say that each entry of Apx, tq is Riemann integrable on r0, 1s in x and bounded in t on r0, 2πs. Condition (1.3) now reads as
Of course, the choice of matrix norm is arbitrary -for convenience, we picked the Frobenius norm -any other matrix norm could also be chosen. We can now restate Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the context of generalized block KMS matrices.
Theorem 2.6. Let tT n pAqu be a sequence of normal block generalized KMS matrices that satisfies condition (2.6). If Apx, tq is normal for all x and t, then
TrrϕpT n pAqqs n`1 " 1 2π
TrrϕpApx, tqqs dt dx for any ϕ P CpD kA q. In the non-normal case, the function ϕ must be analytic in the closed disk D kA " tz : |z| ď k~A~u.
Similarly, we can extend the perturbation result in Theorem 2.5 to the block matrix case. Once again, we choose the Frobenius norm for convenience.
be a sequence of normal block matrices. Suppose the entries A n ij are normal and satisfies the decay condition
Suppose, further, there exists a sequence tT n pAqu of generalized normal block KMS matrices for which (2.6) holds and
Let M " maxtA,~A~u. If Apx, tq is normal for all x and t, then we have
Tr rϕpApx, tqqs dt dx for every ϕ P CpD kM q. In the non-normal case, ϕ must be analytic in the closed disk D kM " tz : |z| ď kMu.
Finite rank perturbations
The results above also hold for finite rank perturbations. In the Toeplitz case, this was first observed by Tyrtyshnikov [48] . Let tA n u and tB n u be two sequences of normal block-matrices. Suppose the spectrum of A n´Bn satisfies the bound
and rankpA n´Bn q ď r for some r independent of n. Then, the sequences tA n u and tB n u have the same LSD. Indeed, the Wielandt-Hoffman inequality implies
Theorem 2.8. Let tA n u be as in Theorem 2.7 and let tC n u be a sequence of block matrices with }C n } 8 " op ? nq and rank pC n q ď r for some positive constant r. If B n " A n`Cn is normal for all n, then
Tr rϕpB n qs n`1 " 1 2π
TrrϕpApx, tqqs dt dx for any ϕ P CpD kM q.
Singular value distribution
The distribution of the singular values of sequences of KMS matrices can be obtained fairly easily once we have the preceding machinery. A similar result for sequences of Toeplitz matrices goes back to Avram [3] and Parter [33] (see also [6] ). Shao [40] obtained a similar result using operator methods.
Theorem 2.9. Let T m,n paq be the pm`1qˆpn`1q rectangular KMS matrix whose pj, kq entry is given bŷ
here theâ k 's satisfy condition (1.3). Let σ 1 pT m,n paqq ě σ 2 pT m,n paqq ě¨¨¨ě σ m^n pT n,m paqq ě 0 be the m^n " mintm`1, n`1u singular values of T m,n paq. Then, we have
for every ϕ P Cpr0,~a~sq.
Proof. One can easily modify the trace formula in Theorem 2.1 to obtain
TrrpT m,n paqTm ,n paqq p s " m^n 2π
for any p P N. Since the singular values of T m,n paq are the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix T m,n paqTm ,n paq, it suffices to apply Weierstrass Approximation Theorem to obtain the desired result.
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 on sequences of block matrices can also be restated
ϕpσ j pApx, tdt dx for every ϕ P Cpr0, kMsq.
(ii) Let A m,n be as above and let tC m,n u be a sequence of block matrices of bounded rank satisfying ϕpσ j pApx, tdt dx for every ϕ P Cpr0, kMsq.
Eigenvalue clustering for non-normal matrices
When T n paq is not normal, (2.5) holds, but only for analytic ϕ. Since continuous functions cannot be approximated by analytic functions in the complex plane, this does not give us the LSD. Indeed, it is easy to construct matrices where (2.5) fails for continuous ϕ. For example, consider the Toeplitz matrix with symbol aptq " e it`e´2it , i.e. the matrix rδ j`1,jδ j,j`2 s. The eigenvalues of T n paq all lie on the star trω j : ω " e 2πi{3 , r ě 0, j " 0, 1, 2u in the complex plane [27] . The spectrum remains bounded away from the range of the symbol (see figure 2) . Thus, we can find a continuous ϕ that is zero on the spectrum of T n paq and positive on a portion of the range of a with positive measure, which would contradict (2.5) if it held for continuous ϕ. Figure 2: Eigenvalues of T 50 paq (circles) for aptq " e it`e´2it , and curve aptq for t P r0, 2πs.
While we cannot deduce the LSD for non-normal KMS matrices, the symbol does give us some information about how the eigenvalues accumulate in the long run. In this subsection, we will extend a result of Tilli [44] about the clustering properties of the eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices to KMS matrices. That is, we will find a set in the complex plane such any of its neighborhoods contains all of the eigenvalues of T n paq, except at most opnq of them. We begin by defining the essential range of the symbol apx, tq, denoted Rpaq, by :
Rpaq :" z P C : meas a´1pD r pzqq ( ą 0, @r ą 0 ( , That is, Rpaq is the set of those points z P C with the property that the Lebesgue measure of the inverse image of any open set containing z is positive. D r pzq denotes an open disk in the complex plane with radius r centered at z. As before, we consider symbols that satisfy the decay condition (1.3) and such that a t is Riemann integrable on r0, 1s and a x P L 8 pr0, 2πsq. In such case, Rpaq is a compact set; hence its complement has just one unbounded connected component, and we can write Hence, the extended range ERpaq is the union of the range of a and all the bounded components of its complement. We can now state the main result of this section, which was proven by Tilli [44] for Toeplitz matrices. The proof that follows is only a minor modification of Tilli's.
Theorem 2.11. Let apx, tq be as above. Then, the extended range ERpaq is a cluster of the eigenvalues of T n paq. That is, for any open set V containing ERpaq there holds 9) where N pV, nq is the number of eigenvalues of T n paq that lie inside V . In other words, any -neighborhood of ERpaq contains all of the eigenvalues of T n except at most opnq of them.
Proof
Since CzK is connected, by the Mergelyan theorem we can uniformly approximate F with a polynomial P , so that for any given ε ą 0, |P pξq´F pξq| ď pξ P Kq.
Let N pD, nq be the number of eigenvalues of T n paq inside D and let χ D be the characteristic function of D. Since 1´ ď |P pλq| whenever λ P D, we have
Since P pλ j pT n pa" λ j pP pT n paqqq, we can square both sides to obtain
As noted in the previous section, one can modify the proof of Theorem 2.1 to obtain ||P pT n paqq|| 2 F " TrrP pT n paqq pP pT n paqqq˚s " n`1 2π
The assumption of normality is not needed here since we only consider polynomials. Similarly, condition (1.3) yields that T n paq does not have to be banded for (2.10). Consequently, we deduce lim sup nÑ8 p1´ q 2 N pD, nq n`1 ď 1 2π
The last inequality holds since |P pξq| ď whenever ξ P ERpaq. From the arbitrariness of , the last inequality implies N pD, nq " opnq. Now consider an arbitrary open set V Ą ERpaq. By Gershgorin's Theorem, the spectrum of T n paq lies in the union of some disks, say G. Let C :" G X pCzV q. If C is empty, then there is nothing to prove. If C ‰ H, then every z P C lies within some open disk Dpzq centered at z for which N pDpzq, nq " opnq.
Thus, C can be covered by a family of open disks tDpzqu zPC , each of which contains at most opnq eigenvalues. C being a compact set, it can be cover by a finite sub-covering of those disks; hence C itself must contain at most opnq eigenvalues of T n paq. Since C Y V contains all the spectrum of T n paq, equation (2.9) follows and the proof is complete.
To illustrate the above theorem, and also its limitations, consider the matrices B n whose entries on the`1 and´2 diagonals are given by
The eigenvalue problem for B n arises when one seeks polynomial solutions to the generalized Lamé equation. See [28] for an interpretation of the eigenvalues of B n in terms of charges in a logarithmic potential. It is easy to see that the B n are asymptotic to the KMS matrix with symbol apx, tq "`1´x 2˘eit`x2 e´2 it Theorem 2.11 thus implies that the eigenvalues will cluster in the extended range of the symbol, which in this case is just the unit disk. (Note that in this case the range and the extended range are the same.) This is true, but it doesn't give us much detailed information about the spectrum. In fact, the eigenvalues of B n all lie on the star trω j : ω " e 2πi{3 , r ě 0, j " 0, 2, 2u in the complex plane [27] . One thing Theorem 2.11 does give us is a bound on the magnitude of the eigenvalues (at least most of them). This is illustrated in figure 3 . Figure 3 : Eigenvalues of B n (circles) for n " 50 and ρ " 1, and curves aps, tq for x " 0, .05, . . . , 1, t P r0, 2πs. Compare with figure 2.
As another example, where the extended range is more informative, consider the symbol apx, tq "˜1 2`c x´1 2¸e´2
it`e´it`eit (2.11)
Eigenvalues and curves apx, tq for fixed values of x are shown in figure 4 . We see that not all eigenvalues lie in the range of a, but they all lie in the extended range ERpaq, which is roughly the interior of the envelope of the blue curves.
Strong Limit Theorems
Now we turn to the Strong Limit Theorem, which can be viewed as a first order correction to the First Limit Theorem. In order to prove a Strong Theorem for KMS matrices based on the moments method, we need to obtain a more precise form of the error term in the proof of the First Limit Theorem. One way is to impose faster decay on the Fourier coefficients of the symbol a, or equivalently some smoothness on a. .11), and curves apx, tq for x " 0, .025, . . . , 1, t P r0, 2πs.
Mejlbo and Schmidt's result and its generalizations
We start by proving the following lemma whose proof follows essentially the same lines as the one found in [30] . We make some minor adjustments allowing us to relax the regularity conditions on the symbol.
Lemma 3.1. Let a be a complex-valued symbol on r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs such that a x P C 1`α pr0, 2πsq and a t P C 1`r1{αs pr0, 1sq
for some 0 ă α ď 1. Moreover, suppose the following two conditions hold:
Then, for any p P N, we have TrrT p n paqs " n`1 2π
where N phq " maxt0, h 1 , h 1`h2 , ...., h 1`¨¨¨`hp´1 u.
Proof. Pick 0 ă δ ă α{p1`αq and let bpx, tq be the truncated symbol defined by bpx, tq "
In order to simplify several of the expressions below, we introduce some useful notations. For every multi-index h " ph 1 , ..., h p q such that |h| " 0, we denote by H " th 1 , h 1`h2 , ..., h 1`¨¨¨`hp´1 u and by mpHq " min H and M pHq " max H. We also denote by S i,δ the set
Finally, we introduce the functions
With~a~be as in (1.3), the trace formula (2.3) together with the bounds (3.1) yield
|f h,i p1q| ď p~a~p´1pn`1q
Thus, condition (3.1) implies for n large enough that |TrrT p n paqs´TrrT p n pbq| " p~a~p´1 op1q.
If we denote by T tr n pbq the transpose matrix -not the conjugate-transpose -of T n pbq, then another application of (2.3) gives us
Consequently, we obtain
By applying the Mean Value Theorem to f h,i p´1q´f h,i p0q and f h i p1qf
h,i p0q and using the Hölder continuity of B x a, we can bound the previous expression byˇˇˇˇˇT rrT p n pbqs´n
from our choice of δ. By a similar argument as above, we also obtaiňˇˇˇˇˇn
Therefore, it suffices to prove the result for the sum ř n i"0
where R i,1 " th : |h| " 0, mpHq ă´i, M pHq ď n´iu and R i,2 " th : |h| " 0, M pHq ą n´iu. Arguing as in the proof of the First Theorem and applying the Euler-Maclaurin formula, we see
On the other hand,
so we can apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to conclude
In the same way, we prove
The result follows by combining (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5).
The Strong Theorem for KMS matrices below is a modest improvement of the one's obtained by Mejlbo and Schmidt. We use the same notation as in the introduction. Proof. Let b " a´1 and let~a~and~b~be the bounds (1.3) associated to a and b. The left hand side of (3.6) is invariant under scaling of the symbol, therefore we may assume without loss of generality that~a~ă 1 and }a} 8 ă 1 with similar bounds for b. In particular, the eigenvalues of T n pbq satisfy |λ k pT n pbqq| ă 1. Thus,
Since~b~ă 1, the double sum is absolutely convergent, and hence we can switch the order of summation. By previous lemma applied to the symbol b, it then follows logpdet T n paqq "
ff , .
-`o p1q.
That is, logpdet T n paqq " n`1 2π
ff`o p1q.
Note that for x " 0 or x " 1, the matrices T n pbq are Toeplitz. By the Strong Szegő's Theorem for Toeplitz matrices, we deduce
The desired conclusion is then an immediate consequence of last two estimates.
It is well-know that the Fourier coefficients decay faster when more regularity of the symbol is assumed. To this extent, recall the estimate
where }¨} r`α denotes the Hölder norm with r P N and 0 ă α ď 1. For instance, both conditions in (3.1) hold if we assume that a x P C 2`α pr0, 2πsq and a t P C 2`r1{αs pr0, 1sq. Corollary 3.3. Let a be a complex-valued symbol on r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs with Re paq ą 0. Suppose a t P C 2`α pr0, 1sq and a x P C 2`r1{αs pr0, 2πsq for 0 ă α ď 1. Then, tT n paqu satisfies the conclusion of the Strong Limit Theorem above.
Similarly, if a is merely a trigonometric polynomial, or equivalently the matrices T n paq have fixed band size, then a x is smooth on r0, 2πs. Hence, we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 3.4. The Strong Theorem holds if a is a trigonometric polynomial on r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs with Repaq ą 0, and a t P C 1`α pr0, 1sq for any α ą 0.
Widom's result for KMS matrices
We include here an interesting extension of the Strong Limit Theorem due to Widom [51] in the Toeplitz case. The Strong Limit Theorem (3.6) is written using ϕ " log. However, this can be generalized. If tT n paqu is a sequence of Toeplitz matrices whose symbol is absolutely continuous on r0, 2πs, then Widom obtained a Strong Theorem for arbitrary analytic functions other than the logarithm. Namely,
TrrϕpT n paqqs´n`1 2π
In the theorem below, we extend Widom's result to sequence of KMS matrices.
Theorem 3.5. Let a be as in Lemma 3.1. Then, for any ϕ P C ω pD M q lim nÑ8 " TrrϕpT n paqqs´n`1 2π
where Φpx, t, τ q " ϕpapx, tqq´ϕpapx, τapx, tq´apx, τ q pB t apx, tq´B t apx, τ qq.
Proof. Write ϕpzq " ř 8 r"0 c r z r for |z| ă~a~. From Lemma 3.1, we deduce that TrrϕpT n paqqs´n`1 2π
Using the fact that T n paq is Toeplitz for fixed s, we obtain from Widom's reult
from which the desired result follows.
Ehrhardt and Shao's result
In a series of papers Shao [38, 39] and Ehrhardt [18] generalized the elegant operator method of Widom [50, 51] to extend the results of Kac, Murdock and Szegő, and Mejlbo and Schmidt to symbols with less regularity. First, Shao [38] proved a first limit theorem for symbols of bounded variation. Later Ehrhardt and Shao [18] proved a strong theorem for symbols with less regularity than Mejlbo and Schmidt required. Shao [39] then generalized some of these results to block matrices.
Ehrhardt and Shao define their matrices differently than Kac, Murdock and Szegő. In particular, given a function a with Fourier series (1.1), Ehrhardt and Shao define the matrices
These are not KMS matrices due to the indexing by i{n, as opposed to pi`jq{p2n`2q. A peculiarity of this definition is that it is difficult to find a condition on the symbol a so that op n a will be Hermitian. Hence, it is a somewhat unnatural definition. By Theorem 2.4, the LSD of such matrices is the same as for KMS matrices (a result derived in [38] (1.8-1.10) , and
Remark 3.6. The paper of Ehrhardt and Shao [18] contains a typo in the formula for lim nÑ8 detpop n aq{Gpaq n`1 . Their formula (eqn (1.5) in [18] ) contains Gpaq´1. This would imply that the exponent of Gpaq in the denominator of (3.8) is n, instead of n`1, which is incorrect.
The formula (3.8) of Ehrhardt and Shao appears to contradict the result (3.6) of Mejlbo and Schmidt. This difference was noted (but not explained) by Ehrhardt and Shao. We will attempt to explain the difference here. First there is the sign difference between epa; 0q and epa; 1q. However, this is only due to the fact that the KMS matrices index from 0 to n{pn`1q along the diagonals, whereas Ehrhardt and Shao index from 0 to 1. This sensitivity was pointed out by Kac [23] . Changing the indexing in (3.7) from i{n to i{pn`1q would have the effect of changing the sign in (3.8) to epa; 0qé pa; 1q. This difference arises from the Euler-Maclaurin approximation of the integral.
The more serious difference, though, is the presence of the Fpaq term in (3.8), which does not appear in (3.6). Indeed, whereas Mejlbo and Schmidt's formula depends on the symbol a only at x " 0 and x " 1, the formula of Ehrhardt and Shao depends on a for all x P r0, 1s. And, as Ehrhardt and Shao point out, exptFpaqu can take on any nonzero constant c by choosing a so that log apx, tq " 2e it log c`e´i t x Thus, the two formulas are incompatible.
The formula (3.8) does not contradict (3.6) because op n a and T n paq are different matrices. While the LSD of the eigenvalues is the same for op n a and T n paq, the determinants behave differently in the limit. Determinants are much more sensitive to small changes than are eigenvalue distributions.
The Fpaq term in (3.8) is an artifact of the way Ehrhardt and Shao define their matrices.
The formula (3.8) comes from a generalization of the operator results of Widom. Recall that the standard Toeplitz and Hankel operators acting on l 2 are defined for symbols of one variable by
and Hpaq " râ i`j`1 s
The product of Toeplitz operators is Toeplitz+Hankel, i.e.
T pabq´T paqT pbq " HpaqHpbq wherebpzq " bpz´1q. Widom [50, 51] derived a finite dimensional analogue:
T n pabq´T n paqT n pbq " P n HpaqHpbqP n`Qn HpãqHpbqQ n (3.9)
where P n and Q n are the projection and flip operators:
Widom then employed this formula in a beautiful argument using operator theory to prove the Strong Szegő Theorem (1.6), showing that the error term can be written as exptEpaqu " det T paqT pa´1q
Ehrhardt and Shao generalize this result to matrices of the form (3.7). First, they generalize (3.9) to op n apxqbpyq´pop n aqpop n bq˚" H n paqH n pbq tr`J n paqJ n pbq tr (3.10) where the matrix op n apxqbpyq is the matrix whose pp, qq´entry is given by 1 2π
p´k´p n¯b k´q´q nā nd J n paq and H n paq are the half-infinite matrices given by
nce the formula (3.10) is established they are able, with some difficulty, to carry through the operator argument to establish the generalized Strong Szegő Theorem (3.8).
It appears that this argument does not work for KMS matrices. When one indexes by pi`jq{p2n`2q along the diagonals, the formula (3.10) breaks down, and there does not seem to be a consistent way to define something analogous to op n apxqbpyq to make it work. Ehrhardt and Shao's way of defining their matrices works since one only indexes by the row. This makes the definitions used in (3.10) consistent, and allows them to carry through the computation. The term Fpaq arises as a perhaps unfortunate side effect.
The discrete Schrödinger operator
In this section we report on results for the important special case of the discrete Schrödinger operator
In this subsection we use a slightly different notation from the rest of the paper, in order to be consistent with that of M. Kac, whose paper [23] contains the results on which the results of this subsection are based on. As the proofs, which are found in [11] , are somewhat lengthy and technical, they are omitted. They are obtained by modifying Kac's proof in [23] for T n pf q when f is twice differentiable. The first theorem (1.4) obviously holds for T n pf q, as long as f is Riemann integrable, and tells us that the eigenvalues accumulate like the values of apx, tq " f pxq´2 cos t sampled at regularly spaced points in r0, 1sˆr0, 2πs.
The second theorem (1.7) holds as long as f P C 1`α pr0, 1sq for some
Then, in the notation of this section,
is the geometric mean of f pxq´2 cos t, and Epf q is given in terms of the series of Fourier coefficients of f pxq´2 cos t. (The terms in (1.7) have to be modified slightly for the different convention used by Kac.) In 1969 Kac [23] derived a beautiful and simple formula for Epf q for this case. The following theorem, dealing with families of matrices with any shift in the indexing, is obtained by modifying Kac's original proof.
Theorem 3.7. Let f be twice differentiable on some open interval I containing r0, 1s. Suppose f has a bounded second derivative and satisfies f ą 2. Let ε P R and define the matrices
Remark 3.8. As long as f p0q ‰ f p1q, the above limit can be adjusted to any positive number just by choosing the correct shift ε. By Theorem 2.5, the LSD of the eigenvalues of T n pf ; εq does not depend on ε. The formula (1.4) holds for T n pf ; εq for any ε:
TrrϕpT n pf ; εqqs n " 1 2π
If one scales by Gpf q, one thus obtains a family of matrices whose asymptotic eigenvalue distribution is invariant, but the determinant can be made to converge to any positive number.
The above results can also be modified for the case when f has a finite number of jump discontinuities.
Theorem 3.9. (i) Let f be twice differentiable on r0, 1s, with a bounded second derivative, except for r ă 8 jump discontinuities at c 1 , . . . , c r P p0, 1q, where both sided limits exist and are finite, and f is left-continuous at c j : f pc j q " f pc j´q . Suppose, also, that f ą 2` for some ą 0. Then
where txu " x´txu is the fractional part of x, α " 1 2 f p1q`af 2 p1q´4 4 a pf 2 p0q´4qpf 2 p1q´4q
f pc j´q`a f 2 pc j´q´4
(ii) If f is right-continuous at c j , then the formula (3.13) holds with tc j nu replaced by tc j nu 1 , where
is the fractional part of x, but equal to 1 if x is an integer.
Remark 3.10. Note that β j and γ j are 1 if f is continuous at c j , so (3.13) reduces to (3.12) for ε " 1 when f is twice differentiable. Since tc j nu " tc j nu 1 if c j is irrational, the difference between cases (i) and (ii) of the above theorem only occurs when c j is rational. In that case the difference arises when f is evaluated at the point c j .
Remark 3.11. Obviously, if there is a discontinuity in f , the limit lim nÑ8 D n pf q Gpf q n does not exist. However, we can calculate the lim sup and lim inf. For example, if there is one jump discontinuity at c " p{q,
If c is irrational, the same is true with γ 1{q replaced by 1. Analogous statements hold when there are r jump discontinuities.
To illustrate the asymptotic behavior of D n pf q{Gpf q n , we consider the case of a single jump discontinuity at c P p0, 1q. If c " p{q is rational, tD n pf q{Gpf q n u (modulo an op1q term) is cyclic of order q. When c is irrational, tD n pf q{Gpf q n u is dense on the interval between αβ and αβγ. This is another indication of how exquisitely sensitive D n pf q{Gpf q n is. The slightest irrational perturbation of the point of discontinuity from c " 1{2, causes the values of D n pf q{Gpf q n (modulo the op1q term) to go from alternating between two values to taking on infinitely many values. This behavior is illustrated in figure 5 . There we calculate D n pf q{Gpf q n for the piecewise function
We compare the values of D n pf q{Gpf q n with αβγ tcnu 1 in the case when c is rational and c is irrational. Agreement is quite good for moderately large n. 
Some open problems, conjectures and other remarks
It is perhaps not surprising that Szegő's limit theorems can be generalized to KMS matrices. These matrices begin to look very much like Toeplitz matrices, locally, when n is large. There are a whole host of problems revolving around generalizing other results for Toeplitz matrices to KMS matrices. While some results for Toeplitz matrices have natural generalizations to KMS matrices, there are some challenges for KMS matrices that are fundamentally different from their Toeplitz counterparts.
The most powerful results for KMS matrices are for when the matrices are normal. In this case, we can derive the LSD. In effect, we can completely characterize how the spectrum behaves in the limit of large n. When T n paq is not normal, all we can do is delimit a region in the complex plane where most of the eigenvalues will lie. And, as figure 3 shows, this estimate may not give much detail for the spectrum. Normal matrices also have other desirable properties such as numerical stability that are lacking in non-normal matrices. For these reasons, it is of interest to be able to characterize when a matrix, or sequence of matrices, is normal. For KMS matrices, it is easy to tell if they are Hermitian: T n paq is Hermitian if and only of the symbol apx, tq is real valued. A condition along these lines for normality would be quite valuable.
By a result of Brown and Halmos [12] (see also [31, 32] ), a Toeplitz matrix is normal if and only if its symbol b can be obtained by rotation and translation of a real-valued symbol a, i.e. bptq " c`e iθ aptq. (It follows that the spectrum of a normal Toeplitz matrix lies on a line in the complex plane.) However, no such characterization for KMS matrices has been found. In fact, we were unable to construct sequences of normal KMS matrices outside the obvious Toeplitz and Hermitian ones. This leads to our first problem: Problem 1. Characterize normal KMS matrices. Give a condition on apx, tq to guarantee that T n paq will be normal.
It has long been known that some non-normal Toeplitz matrices are so-called canonically distributed, as Widom calls them. This means that the spectra accumulate on the range of the symbols. The question of which Toeplitz matrices are canonically distributed is tied to the types of singularities in the symbol [52, 53] . Thus, another avenue of research is to study asymptotics when the symbol apx, tq has a singularity in t. The famous Fisher-Hartwig conjecture was recently solved for Toeplitz matrices [16] . The first step is the following: Problem 2. Formulate a generalized Fisher-Hartwig conjecture for KMS matrices.
The second step, obviously, is to prove the conjecture.
In the general non-normal, non canonically distributed case, the spectrum of KMS matrices still appears to have some structure. Schmidt and Spitzer [34] showed that if T n paq is Toeplitz where aptq is a trigonometric polynomial, then the spectrum of T n paq accumulates on a set Λpaq consisting of the union of a finite number of pairwise disjoint open analytic arcs and a finite number of exceptional points (branch points and points λ such that for some open neighborhood U of λ, Λpaq X U is an analytic arc starting and terminating on BU ). Ullman [49] proved that Λpaq is connected. Based on numerical experiments such as that seen in figure 4 , we conjecture that the same holds for KMS matrices when the symbol is smooth in x. Hirschmann [21] obtained an implicit formula for the asymptotic density of eigenvalues for banded Toeplitz matrices. It may be possible to do the same for KMS matrices: Problem 3. Determine the LSD for non-normal KMS matrices.
Necessary conditions for the first and second theorems for KMS matrices are still lacking. For the first theorem, it was Trotter who first proved that it was enough for theâ k 's to be Riemann integrable. In their paper on the Jacobi case, Kuijlaars and Serra Capizzano [25] reproved this result for tridiagonal KMS matrices using potential theory. Their result was for coefficients satisfying a closeness condition for functions only in L 1 pr0, 1sq. Clearly, it is not sufficient to take theâ k pxq to be only in L 1 pr0, 1sq. However, it may be enough for theâ k to be in L 1 pr0, 1sq, with the condition that the set of discontinuities is nowhere dense. exists and can be calculated. However, it is not known if this condition is necessary. In figure 6 below we show the fraction D n pf q{Gpf q n for the discrete Schrödinger operator (3.11) where f has decreasing levels of regularity. Numerical evidence suggests that it is not sufficient for f pxq to be merely C 1 , although we have no proof of this result.
Problem 5. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions on theâ k for the second theorem to hold. D n pf q Gpf q n for the discrete Schrödinger operator (3.11). Left: f pxq " 3.5`x 2 sinp1{xq; middle: f pxq " 3.5`x 3{2 sinp1{xq; right: f pxq " 3.5x sinp1{xq.
One of the shortcomings of the Strong Szegő Theorem is that the error term is computed in terms of a series of the Fourier coefficients of the logarithm. It can thus be somewhat opaque to deduce properties of the error based on the symbol itself. The only case where we have a simple formula for the error is for the discrete Schrödinger operator: the formula (3.12) in the continuous case, and (3.13) when there are jump discontinuities. It may be possible to use similar methods to obtain results for other operators.
Problem 6. Extend the formulas (3.12) and (3.13) to tridiagonal KMS matrices.
For Toeplitz band matrices, the op1q error term in (1.5) is in fact Opq n q for some 0 ă q ă 1 (see e.g. [6] ). Consequently, Szegő's Strong Theorem gives the complete asymptotic expansion of detpT n paqq when a is a trigonometric polynomial. All of the existing proofs of the strong theorem for KMS matrices make use of the Euler-Maclaurin formula, and hence the op1q error term is the best known result.
Problem 7. Improve the error term in the strong theorem for KMS band matrices.
In applications (e.g. in determining stability) one is often interested in the bounds for the eigenvalues. There is still the open problem: Problem 8. Determine the extreme eigenvalues of a sequence of KMS matrices.
The present paper is concerned with the spectra of KMS matrices. However, in applications it is often more important to know the pseudospectra. Also of great importance are the eigenvectors of KMS matrices, of which we have said nothing. While a great deal is known about the pseudospectra of Toeplitz matrices (see [6] and many references therein), not much is known about the pseudospectra of KMS matrices. The paper of Trefethan and Chapman [45] contains some interesting results on the pseudospectra and eigenvectors of KMS (called "twisted Toeplitz" in that paper) matrices. However, there is much more to be discovered. We can thus pose the somewhat general problem: Problem 9. Derive bounds on the pseudospectra of KMS matrices.
There is by now an enormous, and growing, literature on Toeplitz matrices. Only a few of the results for Toeplitz matrices, importantly the first and second Szegő's theorems, have been extended to KMS matrices. We look forward with great anticipation to the development of theory for these natural generalizations.
